The data you need to maximize efficiency

You can't manage what you don't measure. Don’t be left guessing when it comes to maximizing fleet efficiency. RICOH Streamline NX v3 gives you access to data, insights and trends and delivers full-featured reporting capabilities — so you have accurate information at your fingertips to evaluate your device fleet and plan for optimal performance and cost savings. In addition to a large library of standard reports, Streamline NX gives you the ability to customize analytics, run aggregated reports, drill down to specific users, track workflow usage and monitor your environmental impact. Administrators can access reports and dashboards via their mobile devices, so answers are available wherever they are. In addition to the robust reporting features included in the Streamline NX v3 BASE product, adding the Scan & Capture Option or the Secure Print Option can give you even more capabilities — such as providing tracking data and other related metrics.

Over 90 standard reports
Streamline NX gives you access to 90+ standard reports — including accounting, detailed job and scan usage, device status, power usage, document usage, environmental impact and more. Pre-formatted reports help eliminate manual calculations and compile data for your entire fleet in an easy-to-read format. Plus, you can create reports in real-time — giving you accurate information when you need it.

At-a-glance dashboards
User-friendly dashboards deliver real-time data to administrators and decision makers in a visual way. Easily display device summary, usage, status and environmental statistics. You can also drill into the details with additional, focused information — such as usage by color or black-and-white, average job size, duplex usage or toner coverage.

Setting up your own reports
Generate your own report in three simple steps. (1) Create a report template. (2) Register the template as a report task. (3) Run the task. Options and settings help you customize your reports — including using your own company logo by applying a custom .css file. Choose to generate reports in CSV or PDF formats and schedule them to run at regular intervals. Set the time period for each report to be removed from the system based on how often the report is generated. Select multiple locations for report storage. You can also send reports directly to an email address with customized body text included.
Account for all user activity

Streamline NX can help you account for all user activity — including copy, print, scan and fax processes — initiated at the MFP or from mobile devices. Automatic client and server print tracking means you don’t have to send IT staff to manually collect the data. Track all usage details for both employees and guests, whether users walk up to the MFP or initiate printing from desktops.

Discover ways to improve sustainability

For organizations with sustainability goals, environmental reports can help you identify optimized settings for more eco-friendly printing. View power usage per device or per page printed. Get an idea of your organization’s average cost per printed page. Understand your total document usage and the cost savings that can result from opting for more sustainable device settings.

Accounting & chargeback

With Streamline NX, you can provide administrators with a simple platform for configuring chargeback settings and setting budgetary account limits. Enable client billing and project “matter” codes for legal support. A variety of accounting reports help break down tracked data. Get the details on cost savings by date, department or user. See simplex vs. duplex usage. View workflow usage analysis reports by cost center, department, device, server or user. You can also track workflow connector usage by server and more. Print tracking is supported by standard Ricoh print drivers or can be used with customized pop-up drivers for shared PC environments.

Mobile access to reporting

With Streamline NX, your mobile device becomes a convenient way to retrieve and review dashboards and device usage reports from anywhere — so you’ll always know what’s happening in your fleet.

Standard reports include:

- Total
- Per hour
- Color vs. black-and-white
- Duplex usage
- Job size
- Ready split
- Errors
- Power mode split
- Power usage per device
- Total usage by pages
- Scan usage dashboards
- Scan connector usage
- Cost savings by department
- Simplex usage by user
- Workflow usage by cost center
- Document usage summary by server by hour
- Document usage summary by workflow
- Session output summary by device
- Workflow usage analysis reports

Partial List. Please contact your sales rep for full list of standard reports.